
The key practical solutions for preventing HUMAN extinction during COUNTDOWN2045: 
 Protect embattled music/Arts educators/therapists from public 
health hazard of IMPUNITY and other incivilities, and facilitate 

their  scarce ability to transform self defeat consciousness,  
existential during COUNTDOWN2045 

THE ADDENDUM TO   
TOP RED ALERT FOR COUNTDOWN2045 TO ONSET OF   

“PAINLESS” H U M A N  EXTINCTION AND ITS ROOT CAUSE -  
SHUTDOWN OF PAIN ALARMS TO TOXICITY  

To read Part 1, please, click on this link:


The key practical solutions for overcoming paralysis of prevention of 
the ROOT causes of fast nearing HUMAN EXTINCTION - repatterning of 

self defeat consciousness, resulting from deactivation pain alarms to 
toxicity and general zombification, left unopposed by Emotional/

Sensory Reawakening 

THE BACKGROUND  
There is no family that had not suffered from the painful loss of their loved ones to cancer, dementia, 
strokes, heart attack, autism, and many other ENVIRONMENTAL ILLNESSES that are not labeled as 
such by the medical industry, while avoiding the PREVENTABLE nature of these normalized killers.  

But, such moral blind spot does not spare anyone, including those, who perpetrate such mindset of 
SELF DEFEAT, cruel and hazardous to both self and others.  This one of many blind spots is the result 

of individual and institutionalized cognitive dissonance, that is elusive and hard to grasp…  
Fortunately, there is the reason for tangible HOPE, however… Due to the false conventions of 

compartmentalization of our society, to most of people, including members of academia and music/
Arts community it may appear surprising that according to the recently discovered evidence for Bach 

Sensory Deactivation Effect, the revered throughout the world by millions devotees Baroque composer 
Johann Sebastian Bach had found the solution to overcome blind spots and optimize the brain 

function - by infusing his intellectually complex polyphony with resonant emotional expression. 
This daring act broke false dogmas of music composition of his time, leading to retaliatory 

http://03d38c9.netsolhost.com/images/!!!_7-2023PressReleaseRe_BachSensoryDeactivationEffectCALEBiPadPDF.pdf


imprisonment and lifelong witch hunt against the rebel with neuroscientist’s mindset.  But, despite the 
fact that this invaluable innovation dramatically changed the vector of music history, it had been 

obscured in Bach’s own music by the false dogma for mechanical performance that distorted the key 
daring innovation achievement of the composer - the ability of his polyphonic music to provide 

emotionally/analytically balanced engagement for the performers and the listeners (while related 
archival records had remained …under-publicized at the great expense to music and to humanity ).


And thus, the visionary innovations of this music educator with the mindset of neuroscientist on how 
to harness Music instinct, in order to elevate individual and collective consciousness, bring 
tangible HOPE in what seemed to appear to the majority of people, as the “hopeless” aspects of 

mental malfunction, experienced by every user of evolutionary young and still often misfiring human 
brain.  In fact, recently discovered by Ms. Rozalina Gutman Bach Sensory Deactivation Effect had 
demonstrated the evidence for the direct correlations between the blind spots and sensory 
shutdown under the pressure of groupthink/authority.  But contrary to similar results in the 

experiments for textbook cases of Asch, Milgram, Lucifer Effects, music-based Emotional 
Reawakening had demonstrated high efficacy in the recovery of clarity from otherwise hard to 

overcome impacts of such subliminal pressures.  Such reflection and relief from hard to recognize 
perceptional blind spots can be instrumental in all domains, as the great relief for all of 

humanity, leading to positive change and progress in every part of our society.   

However, due to global threat urgency, among multitude of implications of such promising discovery, 
Ms. Gutman’s focus had been dedicated to trying to emphasize the special significance of this 300 

year old cognitive technology for the urgent prevention of

fast approaching Global threat to HUMAN EXISTENCE - 


“PAINLESS” SLEEPWALKING INTO 
ZERO SPERM COUNTS GLOBAL CRISIS = HUMAN EXTINCTION onset, forecasted by 

60+ global studies by 2045 [!] during the lifetime of grandchildren of today’s adults  
The rate of plummeting sperm counts during only 5 past years of 2017-2022 had increased to 

2.64%/year, compared to already staggering 1%/year earlier rate that led to forecast of 0 
(ZERO) by 2045 then… 



The “painless”, thus elusive pandemic of Zero Fertility Global Crisis is deepening, due the 
increasing CUMULATIVE effect of normalized chemical toxicity from manmade consumer 

goods.  Nothing could be as urgent, as this problem that needs to get THE TOP priority and halt 
all normalized toxic routines, conventions and habits. With no rapid global changes, by 2045 this 

silent “painless” man-caused pandemic is to drive our civilization to intolerable spread of 
environmental illness and unbearable levels of pain, followed by disappearance of the human 

race in agony of childless generation of grandchildren of today’s adults, angry for their 
grandparents’ sacrifice of their childbirth to self centered complicity to toxic addictions, living in 

oblivion to the need to prioritize the fight for humanity. 
Despite the fact that this denial of reality endangers the future of our civilization, the problem had been 

left with no attention by the brain sciences, since it is very hard to be aware of and to grasp. But 
addressing this ROOT cause is most instrumental and utmost urgent. And finally, the understanding of 
the underlying sociosomatic mechanisms had been reflected with clarifying evidence, thanks to music 

of Bach (See Bach Sensory Deactivation Effect):


This horrifying forecast is about incomparably horrible outcomes and is the warning of still 
PREVENTABLE devastation and suffering among most of population, far worse than by any other 

known pandemics in the past, while the example of recently felt horrible effects of Covid pandemic 
seems like a speck in comparison to this impact of surrounding us CHEMICAL TOXICITY that has 

been allowed to pervade all part of the fabric of our life …

• So, WHY hasn’t the urgency of the problem been perceived by both the public and the public health 

leadership?  

• WHY this  PANDEMIC had not been in daily news to inform the public of the need for safeguarding 

from toxicity? 

• Why no actions to create global strategies to prevent HUMAN extinction had been made?


The key answer for this paradox is 

“THE PAINLESS” nature of this global threat, making it FALSELY [!] APPEAR TO 

HAVE “NO” EXTREME URGENCY.   
Currently “painless” development of the looming catastrophe as well as similar idle disengagement 
and the state of paralysis in the face of the urgent and drastic actions of prevention within narrow 

window of opportunity is revealing of the hard to grasp in our unconscious mind collective blind spot -  

THE SHUT DOWN PAIN ALARMS TO TOXICITY.


This collective blind spot is a part of broader trend of 

ZOMBILIFICATION,  

resulting from subliminal conformity pressure of the herd instinct, left unopposed 
 by music/arts-based Emotional/Sensory Reawakening  

 However, the irresponsible behavior of public health agencies, evident of denial towards such 
incomparably serious global threat, is the unfortunate public health hazard, since it resulted into 
millions of people’s health damages and deaths, that must have been prevented from impacts of 

PREVENTABLE environmental illnesses, instead of current complicit lack of defense in the face 
of senseless chemical warfare against population.This multigenerational problem manifested 
due to common retaliatory, and at times cruelly uncivilized response to the desperate pleas for help 

from suffering victims, due to the lacking intellectual leadership among individuals in authority 
positions with significant capacity to shape the direction of development of societal trends with global 
multigenerational implications.  No matter how bitter lessons had been, nothing had changed, allowing 
for this dangerous tradition of their self defeat consciousness to remain unbroken… And it came at 
the staggering price for humanity that every member of our generation has no choice, but to face the 

facts of undeniable reality: We, the users of evolutionary young human brain are not in full control of this 



complex structure.But to get over enslavement, we are blessed with the ancestral gift of Music instinct. 
And the more we know about the ways to apply it, the more emotional freedom we can gain. 


It is important to be aware that caused by widespread social virus of Sensory Deactivation had 
brought upon most of humanity the atrophy of sensory defense mechanisms. And it had become 

ubiquitous, due to multigenerational spread, due to being left unopposed by music-based 
Emotional Reawakening. Cultural starvation and sensory scarcity trend set variety of negative 

domino effects, such as inter-hemispheric imbalance, disrupted heart-brain link, conscious/
unconscious cognitive disconnect etc. Resulting from this primitive unbalanced unilateral cognition 

of self defeat had gained dominance in the society over bilateral, integrative, holistic 
consciousness. And as the consequence, our generation has no choice, but to face the unraveling 

outcomes of this serious problem with additional challenge - 

it has become hard to be aware of elusive and hard to grasp deepening “PAINLESS” 

pandemic of environmental illness, due to shutdown of PAIN ALARMS. Additionally, 
the vicious circle of complicity to toxicity is also driven by the HORMONE-DISRUPTIVE 

neurotoxins that also contribute a great deal to the troublesome havoc in 
neurochemicals that run all processes in our body and mind. 

Call upon global, national and local  
government institutions to establish 

 International Guardianship Status of  
Cultural Heritage Treasurers for  
music/arts educators/therapists, 

as the urgent form of OFFICIAL APOLOGY to J.S.Bach, to his colleagues-music 
educators/therapists and to humanity, in the face of dangerous levels of Sensory 

Deactivation during rapidly closing window of opportunity during a COUNTDOWN2045 
to prevent HUMAN extinction  

 Sign ONLINE PETITION 

The society hurts the Arts, because it lost its soul (Deepak Chopra). The outrage of putting Bach 
through suffering from unapologetic human rights violations remains emblematic today:  The 
false, three centuries long dogma of marginalizing the status of professional group of music/arts 

educators/therapists, and absurdity of devaluing their professional dedication with unspeakably unfair 
and cruel dismissal of the complex and the most vital for human existence needs, 
including transformative impacts on consciousness, has become intolerable for 
humanity.  The wisdom from these bitter lessons has NOT been learned, since 

centuries-overdue changes had not been grasped as the key existential for 
humanity by unaffordable nearsightedness of inept leadership: Made to be 

“traditionally” devalued, the marginalized status of music and musicians in the 
society translated into low/no financial reimbursement and missing other 

essentials, such as adequate healthcare (falsely called in our society “benefits”), 
space for instruction/therapy/performances, purchase/maintenance of musical 
instruments, etc.   Such obstacles for musicians and artistes to share their gift, to pass down their 

unique, intangible, yet most invaluable power to foster INTEGRATIVE, BILATERAL MINDSET, by 
teaching the skills of tapping into Music instinct’s transformative and restorative powers - 

https://chng.it/d4NszmLWT4


EXISTENTIAL for our civilization, made this profession 
scarce- just contrary to currently desperate needs of the 

society for elevating consciousness. No attitudinal changes 
had been made by our advanced society’s power institutions, 
in order to protect from incivilities against marginalized and 

made to struggle musicians and artistes, disabling their unique 
invaluable capacity to transform consciousness - at 

unaffordable price to humanity. Little had changed in how 
power institutions of our aspiring for democracy society 

address this top priority, since the time, when 300+ years ago 
the life of impoverished music educator J.S.Bach became 

consumed by THE LIFELONG WITCH HUNT, including FALSE IMPRISONMENT, in effort to 
assassinate his character of the 5th Evangelist and to inflict emotional distress, while taking 
advantage of musician’s lack of funds for legal defense from blunt human rights violations. 

Today, while such dark stain in human history is finally verbally denounced, the dear price  humanity is 
made to pay for such outrage is yet to be recognized - through the ACTUAL IMPLEMENTATION of the 

solutions for this remaining and emblematic for our time problem.  BSDE provides the framing for 
easier grasp of the direct link of suffering from existential threats for millions of people to the 

scarcity of the skills for practicing felt sense expression through music and the arts, caused by 
the tremendous limitations to today’s musicians, made to be unable to share their music/arts 
gifts for the benefits of elevating consciousness.  Musicians’ and artistes’ capacity for acting in 

similar to Bach’s role of the advocates for humanity and transformers of self defeat consciousness 
is still limited by the institutionalized ill-minded excusiology for PRIORITY ADEQUATE FUNDING 
and other necessities that are now urgent for the access of the public to high quality music/arts 

education, essential for attunement to vibrational nature of ur universe. Lacking intellectual 
leadership among society’s power institutions is made evident and is impermissible during 

COUNTDOWN2045 to “painless” HUMAN extinction.


That is why, society-wide movement to establish the urgency of the new, based on self compassion 
priorities for NO BUSINESS AS USUAL reorientation of all parts of the society isn’t optional at 

this time. This includes proactive measures to elevate the consciousness through expansion of music 
skills, along with the 1st step in this process - reversing current devaluation of the profession of music/

arts educators/therapists.  Similar to Bach’s time unfair status and related vulnerability of music/
Arts educators/therapists in the society has made the profession scarce and rare, causing 

public health crisis of widespread Sensory Deactivation and zombification that brought 
humanity to the brink of extinction.  Thus, at least at this time, every member of humanity deserves 
to get access to learning the skills of utilizing Music instinct.  Current scarcity of music/arts educators/

therapists demands for the urgent public shield for this professional group of catalysts of inner 
change from being a magnet for retaliatory harassment and various incivilities, due to the 

tradition of unfairness of being vulnerable and defenseless, and thus, an easy target for incivilities, 
disruptive of their sharing of the ancestral gift of music and the arts. It should be declared, that during 

COUNTDOWN2045 interference with the abilities of these critical for local and global communities 
transformers of low consciousness in their use of their full capacity of their unique and rare gift and to 

make obstacles to their  passing down the skills for using unique transformative power of Music 
instinct, translates into tangible impact on global consciousness, including implications 

manifesting into widespread multigenerational sensory shut down of pain alarms for detection 
of toxicity. The resulting Sensory Complicity to toxicity permitted collective blind spot of 

irrelevant Health and Safety standards. This led to the vast hazardous impacts from multitude of 
toxic consumer products that had been causing millions of environmental illnesses and deaths 

from cumulative effects from chemical hazards, no longer detectable through pain alarm. 



Thus, the consequences of notorious failure to comply with 
research data on the benefits of music for brain function 

enumerates and constitutes responsibility for THE CRIMES 
AGAINST HUMANITY, prosecutable in International 
Crime Court in Hague, Holland. It is free from unethical 

preferential treatment, offered by current USA Law’s loopholes, 
such as IMPUNITY from responsibility for crimes, extended for 
public servants by public servants, whose blind spots disabled 
their grasp of being a part of self defeat system, large enough 
to cause suffering and deaths to millions of consumers from 
various environmental illnesses (falsely unlabeled as such), 

including their own/loved ones’ suffering from indiscriminate, 
yet preventable plague that demands for solutions by above 
average intellectual leadership, not permitted by IMPUNITY.  

Humanity deserves a better faith than sleepwalking into extinction. 

 Bach Sensory Deactivation Effect provided the evidence of the incredible power of Music instinct to 
clear blind spots and to optimize cognition, as the result of the resonant impact of his analytically/

emotionally balanced music, helpful to foster/restore bilateral brain function that allows for 
INTEGRATIVE MINDSET, capable of complexity without oversimplification. However, such higher 

than average mental clarity comes with the need for making ethical choices: to act in the way 
that (1) supports the process of change with global multigenerational impact,  OR in the way 

that (2) stifles the process of change, following inertia of self defeat mindset, despite the 
urgency with global implications? 

Today, three centuries later, Bach’s example of having to suffer from retaliation to being the messenger 
of such reflection of change, propelled by his above average mindset of genius, still remains 

emblematic of the urgent need to establish International Guardianship Status of Cultural 
Heritage Treasurers for music/arts educators/therapists, due to still common, yet 

unaffordable for society retaliatory barriers to the urgent Sensory Reawakening and other changes in 
the consciousness that music and the Arts need to help propelling during fast closing window of 

opportunity, NOW, URGENTLY,  FOR THE SAKE OF PRESERVING HUMANITY’S BIRTHRIGHT, being 
threatened to disappear without robust changes, as soon as among generation of grandchildren of 

today’s adults.   Please, SIGN ONLINE PETITION 

No, IMPUNITY may no longer encourage such failed leadership to continue occupying authority 
positions, while giving blind eye to the crimes by retaliatory 
mediocrity and while encouraging predatory practices of taking 

advantage of this one of the most vulnerable, devalued, marginalized by 
unfair low wages professions with unique capacity to foster inner 

paradigm change - all …EXCUSED by IMPUNITY.  No! IMPUNITY may 
NOT encourage to take more advantage of already weak and vulnerable 
Carriers of Light, whom IMPUNITY stops from sharing unique cultural 
heritage and the rare wisdom for elevating consciousness through 
music and the Arts.  Even the law of Americans with Disabilities Act 

that reminds of practicing universal compassion instinct, is often not 
enforced by public agencies that are certain about getting away with 

cruel retaliation and refusal of their duties to help alleviate suffering under 
shameless cover up by the legal double standard of IMPUNITY. And 

inertia for committing such evil may NOT go on and MUST be stopped!


https://chng.it/d4NszmLWT4


  [Biographicals™ , the true life stories from Bach’s advocate Ms. Rozalina Gutman are to reveal her 
shivering evident testimony on such outrage. (Get notified of new releases and related events)]


Let’s pause for a moment… and imagine: If Bach was to manifest today into our reality, he would likely 
be threatened by IMPUNITY with retaliatory imprisonment again - this time in democracy-oriented 

society. His strive for liberation of the human psyche and collective consciousness of the society from 
the tyranny of evolutionary relics of instinctive incivilities still needs advocates against distortion of 

its features of highest potency impact, three centuries later. But today, his linked by internet 
worldwide family of millions of Bach’s fans will carry on his torch, leading humankind out of self-
destruction, following the rare example of Bach’s advocacy for humanity!   Join us today ! Help 

sharing this info about IMPUNITY -  lurking upon all, shared enemy of humanity!


ETHICALLY-MINDED PUBLIC SERVANTS HAVE MORAL OBLIGATION TO STEP 
FORWARD BY DENOUNCING IMPUNITY AND TO GIVE IT UP VOLUNTARILY, HELPING 
TO REVEAL LACKING FITNESS TO THE PUBLIC SERVICE BY THOSE, WHO CONDONE 

HIDEOUS CRUELTY OF IMPUNITY FOR CRIMES  

This diagram with the results of Survey of American Fears 2017 by Chapman University reveals THE 
top concern of the public - 74% of US taxpayers fear corruption of their public servants, evident of 
staggering distrust to the power institutions.  IMPUNITY plays the key role in this collective perception. 


mailto:volunteers@charismaFoundation.org?subject=I%E2%80%99d%20like%20to%20be%20notified%20re%20new%20releases%20of%20Biographicals%20%E2%84%A2%EF%B8%8F%20by%20Rozalina%20Gutman
http://charismafoundation.org/liberatebach.html


 According to the shocking meaning of the above sobering data about our reality of living during 
COUNTDOWN2045 to the fast deepening Global EXISTENTIAL crisis, IMPUNITY allowed for the 

flawed Health and Safety Standards to permit unstoppable increases of normalized chemical toxicity. 
And decades after detection of the problem in 1990’s it allowed for nothing  to be corrected.  And 

thanks to IMPUNITY such Crimes Against Humanity are committed on behalf of all taxpayers, whose 
funds are MISused to sustain such hazard for all at the center of democratic foundations of this cradle 

of world’s democracy…


• So, why such incomparable to any other pandemics Global threat of the fast approaching 
HUMAN extinction isn’t at the top of priority lists of all public health agencies?  


• Why the fast developing Zero Sperm Global Crisis had been irresponsibly left with no mere 
official worldwide acknowledgement and announcement by the leading public health 

agencies, leaving the public in the dark with no critical for health and safety information, 
distributed along with global and local strategies of prevention?  


The answer is quite surprising, yet very obvious at the same time:


IMPUNITY IS UNJUSTIFIABLE PUBLIC HEALTH HAZARD AND IS THE 
EXISTENTIAL THREAT TO HUMANITY DURING COUNTDOWN2045 TO 

“PAINLESS” H U M A N EXTINCTION 

While the public is lacking sensory capacity to feel pain from developing environmental illnesses, the 
professional scientists have enough training to grasp the meaning of the statistical data and have 

responsibility to proclaim the global emergency and to provide global strategy for addressing various 
aspects of prevention for the looming catastrophe. The data for incomparable to any other pandemics 

Global threat of the fast approaching HUMAN extinction has to be at the top of priority lists of all 
public health agencies, but  IMPUNITY permits for this problem to linger with no accountability.


 IMPUNITY is the key reason, why the fast developing Zero Sperm Global Crisis had been 
irresponsibly left with no mere official worldwide acknowledgement and announcement by the 

leading public health agencies, leaving the public in the dark with no critical for health and 
safety information, distributed along with global and local strategies of prevention.


EXPUNGEMENT OF UNCONSTITUTIONAL IMPUNITY FROM US LAW IS THE ONLY 
SELF-COMPASSIONATE CHOICE IN COMPLIANCE WITH DATA IN ASCH, LUCIFER, 

LUCIFER EFFECTS, THAT ALLOWS FOR HUMANITY’S EXISTENCE DURING 
COUNTDOWN2045 TO “PAINLESS” H U M A N EXTINCTION 

Paradox of IMPUNITY for immoral and unethical acts and crimes results from no compliance with 
the critical data of the above referenced textbook cases, due to the described sociosomatics in 
Ash, Milgram, Lucifer Effects. In fact, they demonstrated that people with the access to unlimited 
power need to be constantly assessed for the instinctive sociosomatic tendencies of misusing 
authority against the vulnerable individuals they have duties to serve instead. Thus, instead of 

current lawlessness of IMPUNITY among public servants, the compliance with long known 
research data, describing Ash, Milgram, Lucifer Effects should have REQUIRED for just the 

CONTRARY - not lower, but HIGHER THAN AVERAGE MORAL AND ETHICAL STANDARDS for 
those, who already have public mandate for unlimited power. These studies offer evidence, that 

EXTRA MEASURES are critical to curb the instinctive tendencies of human psyche to misuse authority 



and to justify the practice of various hostility and ill-minded incivility towards perceived challengers of 
their errors and failures, to excuse their resentment to change. 


Legalized, bluntly unethical IMPUNITY that had brought humanity to face its power to collapse our 
society, has the totality of a Black hole, capable to derail any positive change effort. That is why, this 

indiscriminate public health hazard of IMPUNITY for public servants has to be eliminated by the 
intellectual leadership among our power institutions - they have the moral duty to call for 

expungement of this term from the text of US legislation.   

IMPUNITY has no political affiliation, is the non-partisan result of the blind spot of collective self defeat 
consciousness, reflective of the relics of the human brain that may not be allowed to continue to erode 

democratic foundations of our society, presiding over all decent individuals within the current 
governance system in the form of invitation for the criminal minds to to misuse taxpayer-funded 
power of public service institutions, making mockery of their true purpose to serve the public 

according to just and equal principles of US Constitution. 

Cruel and brutal actions of criminalize already vulnerable individuals, who had no option, but to 
turn for help for solutions with overcoming dysfunctions of the system, ruined by IMPUNITY’S double 

standard, may not continue to be further abused by IMPUNITY, while putting a dark stain on those 
public servants, who are driven by the earnest citizen’s obligations to serve the public, moved by 
sincere compassion, not the desire to find excusiology to avoid help, where it is needed the most.


VOLUNTARY CALL BY PUBLIC SERVANTS FOR EXPUNGEMENT OF IMPUNITY FROM 
USA LEGISLATION, BASED ON SELF-COMPASSION  vs  LANDMARK EXTRADITION 

ORDERS BY INTERNATIONAL CRIME COURT FOR COMPLICITY TO GLOBAL THREATS 
OF PREVENTABLE ENVIRONMENTAL ILLNESSES 

The fact of giving a blind eye to the public health hazard of IMPUNITY is a CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY: 
Unless IMPUNITY is banished by the individuals with the higher consciousness among power institutions, it 
will continue to delight in hijacking and misusing of power, while being allowed to stay in the shadows, as the 

invisible, yet invincible and cruel killer of millions of its unsuspecting victims. Environmental Insanity 
consciousness is one of the worst manifestations of such systemic flaw, based on the delusion of allowing 

for IMPUNITY to breed the leadership of delusional individuals, whom IMPUNITY-CULTURE pressured to 
betray the future of their own children (among millions of other people). Such blind spot manifested, due to 
SHUT DOWN of their parental instinct to protect them from more and more suffering, due to the pressure 
of groupthink/authority, ruled by currently legalized IMPUNITY for resentment to change from suicidal trends of 

collective consciousness. 


The cruel force of IMPUNITY-CULTURE PERMITTED THE CRIME OF NORMALIZING ENVIRONMENTAL 
ILLNESSES OF STROKES, HEART ATTACKS, CANCERS, DEMENTIA, AUTISM among multitude of others, 

FAILING TO LABEL THEM AS SUCH,  and thus, DECEIVING THE PUBLIC FROM THEIR PREVENTABLE 
NATURE, forcing humanity to sleepwalk into extinction. 

Such Crimes Against Humanity and IMPUNITY-driven failure to stop them with just prosecution 
in US Court is within jurisdiction of the INTERNATIONAL CRIME COURT (ICC) in HAGUE, 

HOLLAND, that operates at the HIGHER legal standard, based on fairness, logic and reason. 
ICC institution with 120+ countries-members is NOT tainted by institutionalized cognitive 

dissonance of the paradoxically tolerated by US legislature phenomenon of IMPUNITY and other 
similar legal loopholes for notorious moral, ethical and legal violations.  ICC has the legal capacity for 

restoring clarity over erosion of democratic governance, caused by the systemic unfairness of 
preferential treatment for the crimes of doing nothing to stop suffering of millions of people from 

permitted manmade hazards.  




  
 IMPUNITY leaves little hope for the outstanding members of the public to escape the tyranny of 

current dominance of collective consciousness by mediocrity and incivility. This “force” is 
deceitful and uses character assassination to appear as “a saint” and to criminalize the catalysts of 

urgent change, while herd instinct makes it easy to misuse the public trust. 


And, because IMPUNITY is illusory, nothing but good implications will manifest from its expungement 
from US Law, thus it is to deflate its criminal power.  Only hopelessly criminal minds will suffer from 
no more cover up and will have to leave the space for those individuals with pure and true dedication 

to public service. 

What if… Bach was to manifest into our Age of Technology..?  In such case, this creator of 
Fugue-Parody, conceived during his false retaliatory imprisonment, would invite millions of his 
devotees to use their laughter, as the citizen’s duty to express righteous indignation about the 

hysterical parts of legalized into 
IMPUNITY absurdity of cognitive 

dissonance. But the time has come, 
when continuing to play games of 
IMPUNITY’S perpetual sinister 

“Comedy of Errors” has become too 
painful to tolerate - at the expense of 
disappearance of the human race.


All forces of progress, led by the 
worldwide FAMILY OF J.S.BACH’S 
DEVOTEES, have moral obligation to 
address this collective blind spot - the 

task, made ever urgent, due to 
highlighted by Bach’s music direct link 
between HUMAN extinction and flawed 
collective consciousness, during pivotal 

moment of COUNTDOWN2045 TO 
“PAINLESS” H U M A N EXTINCTION.  
Share our invitation to join us to laugh to 
scorn the crimes of self destructive and 

hazardous for all IMPUNITY that had 
been disallowing humanity to prevent 

existential threat ,of loosing birthright in 
disregard to suffering of millions of people.


Please, sign and share


 ONLINE PETITION, 

calling for intellectual leaders among public service agencies to denounce IMPUNITY VOLUNTARILY, 
as the self destructive permission to abuse the power to obstruct progress and as the unaffordable 

public health hazard during COUNTDOWN2045 to prevent HUMAN extinction.


https://www.change.org/p/denounce-impunity-unaffordable-hidden-cause-for-human-extinction-onset-by-2045


SHORT SUMMARY OF 

TOP RED ALERT FOR COUNTDOWN2045 TO ONSET ON  “PAINLESS” H U M A N  
EXTINCTION AND ITS ROOT CAUSE - SENSORY DEACTIVATION OF PAIN ALARMS TO 

TOXICITY! 

Every citizen should gain awareness of making their priority for preventing impacts of elusive 
ZERO Sperm Global Crisis (=HUMAN extinction onset), forecasted by 60+ global studies to 
onset by 2045 to effect generation of grandchildren of today’s adults. Just like the onset of 

cancer, heart attacks, strokes and many other environmental illnesses, it is hard to grasp its 
ROOT CAUSE - Sensory Deactivation of PAIN ALARMS to toxicity, part of the elusive, left 

unopposed multigenerational zombification trend. False perception of this global existential 
threat as “painless” is the ROOT cause for suicidal for humanity lack of PRIORITY for 

prevention measures, while it is still possible.  Fortunately, tangible HOPE accompanied observed 
results of music/Arts-based Sensory Reawakening (involving music of J.S.Bach), facilitating clearance of the 
collectively transmitted blind spot of collective consciousness. It revealed the capacity of music to facilitate self 

propelled evolution of evolutionary young human brain over its universal dysfunctions, by reflection of their 
intangible essence through embodiment into musical metaphors, effectively facilitating self liberation from the 
enslavement by instinctive evolutionary relics of the human mind. Such universal and urgent engagement with 
proactive practice of music/Arts is urgent and EXISTENTIAL for ALL, due to the current time constraints of 

COUNTDOWN2045. Observed effects of music-based Emotional Reawakening demonstrated the effect of high 
efficacy counterpoint to the widespread pandemic of emotional scarcity and sensory deprivation, disruptive of 
inter-hemispheric balance and heart-brain link among the public and manifesting into collective consciousness 
of self defeat. Being fundamental for optimal integrative holistic consciousness, the use of Music instinct for 
fostering balanced cognition is central for shifting from current dominance of flawed inner scale of prioritizing 
capacity at unconscious level, driven by scarcity of sensory input. Without addressing the need for the inner 

shift in cognitive processes and consequential reflection in the formation of the new INTEGRATIVE collective 
consciousness, inconvenient truth about dangerous toxicity will not be inconvenient ENOUGH, in order to 
compete with inertia of dependency on addictive existing toxic conveniences that have to seize, to allow for 

humanity’s future. 
Thus, NO BUSINESS AS USUAL mindset in the face of COUNTDOWN2045 is the key to prevent “painless” 

HUMAN extinction during fast closing window of opportunity for it:

The top priorities  have to be made for elimination of offgassing/artificial scent in many toxic consumer 
products, along with reversing the premises of zomnification, that led to Sensory Complicity to toxicity.
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